REVISION HISTORY:
PLEASE REFER TO THE CUBESAT DESIGN SPECIFICATION CHANGE LOG FOR REVISION CHANGE DETAILS.

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
1) CubeSat coordinate is system located in the geometric center of the CubeSat.
2) Protrusions are allowed on the yellow faces.
REVISION HISTORY:
PLEASE REFER TO THE CUBESAT DESIGN SPECIFICATION CHANGE LOG FOR REVISION CHANGE DETAILS.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
1) CubeSat coordinate system located in the geometric center of the CubeSat.
2) Protrusions are allowed on the yellow faces.
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ADDITIONAL NOTES:
1) CubeSat coordinate system located in the geometric center of the CubeSat.
2) Protrusions are allowed on the yellow faces.
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3U EXTRA VOLUME

ADDITIONAL NOTES:
1) Some CubeSat dispensers offer an "Extra Volume" option, commonly referred to as the "Tuna Can".
2) This drawing defines TC dimensions for 3U, 6U, and 12U.
3) Values are not consistent on all dispensers. The values on this drawing are conservative and should comply with most or all available dispensers.